Selection
Avoid committing to a discipleship relationship with someone you should just be
shepherding. Don't say "yes" just because someone asks you to disciple them. Instead, shepherd
them in love and prayerfully watch their lives. Without being perfectionistic, consider the
following questions:
Go through example of selection critena for a disciple:

Good

Bad

Asks
questlons

Not necessarily good. Could
be unwilling to act on what
they know. Smokescreen

Complainer

Not necessarilv bad

Reuds brnks

Good sign

Man-pleaser

Bad sign

Evangelism

Good Sign

Coes home quickly

Not necessarilv bad

Obedient

Could be a man pleaser..

Liar

Bad sign

-

regarding sin

and. in other areas

Enthusrastic

Warning: not necessarily a
sign of a disciple.

Passive

Not necessarily bad

Humble

False humility

Self-centered

Not necessarily bad,
could be redirected

Attender

Maybe for the wrong reason

Will not Evangelize

Bad sign

Volunteers
sharing

May want to be the center of
attention

Divisive

Not necessanly bad,
could be redirected

Availabilitv

Probably a good sign.
Available to do ministry,
follow-up, serving others in
the BOC

Arguer

Not necessanly bad

Honest about
their sin

Good sign, also must be
willing to be corrected

Will not respond to
good discipline

Bad sign, point out
they are divisive, selfcentered whatever---

"

Doer" ,
delivers

Good sign, we can depend on
them to get the job done

Poor dttendatrce

Bad sign

Initiativa

Good sign

Chronic complainer

Bad sign
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Do they ask spiritual questions and respond to good answers? or do they only seem
want to spend time with you without expressing real interest in spiritual things?
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We will not find someone
is all good or all bad,
there will
overlv negative on peopre.
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